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JavaScript Introduction
Webster’s dictionary defi nes script in several ways: fi rst, as a style of handwriting or font style, 
such as cursive; second, as a document; and third, as text for stage, fi lm, or a radio or television 
show. A stage, movie, or television script also contains stage directions for actors. Computers, 
however, also use scripts, which are a set of instructions used by a program to perform a specifi c 
task or set of tasks. A scripting language follows a set of rules and has its own syntax. Scripting 
languages generally need to be interpreted by the program or utility using the script. 

Scripting languages like JavaScript extend the power of HTML (Hypertext Markup 
Language) and allow Web pages to be interactive. Whereas HTML tells your browser 
how to display text and images, set up lists and option buttons, and establish hyperlinks, 
JavaScript brings Web pages to life by adding dynamic content and interactive elements. 
Using JavaScript, a Web page developer enhances a Web page by adding features such as:

Scrolling messages• 
Animation and dynamic images• 
Pop-up windows• 
Dynamic messages• 
Data validation• 

JavaScript is a product of a joint venture between Sun Microsystems and Netscape. 
Netscape developed a script language called LiveScript, and Sun Microsystems was trying 
to simplify its Java programming language. The cooperation of those two efforts brought 
about JavaScript. The following reference guide applies to the JavaScript model version 1.5 
standardized in 1999 and still in effect for all cross-browser applications. Later versions 
of JavaScript are browser-specifi c and are not detailed. For more detailed information 
about JavaScript 1.5, see http://developer.mozilla.org/En/Core_JavaScript_1.5_Reference.

JavaScript standards are created and developed by the European Computer 
Manufacturers Association (ECMA) and the language is also referred to as ECMAScript. 
The current edition of ECMAScript is edition fi ve, which was fi nalized in December of 
2009. JavaScript version 1.5 was based on ECMAScript edition three. Edition four was 
never released due to disagreement among members, who include Yahoo!, Microsoft, 
Mozilla, and Google. This disagreement led to the development of JavaScript exten-
sions beyond version 1.5 based on individual browser engines. For a list of engines 
and ECMAScript editions and JavaScript versions associated with particular browser 
engines, visit one of the following Web sites: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_web_
browsers, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ECMAScript, or http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Comparison_of_layout_engines_(ECMAScript).
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Why Use JavaScript?
Using JavaScript enhances your Web page by adding interactivity to it. Users can receive 
instant feedback, without complicated Common Gateway Interference (CGI) scripts and 
languages. A CGI script is any program that runs on a Web server for the purpose of pro-
cessing data. The Web page sends the data to the server that processes the data and may 
return a result to the Web page. Along with server-side scripts and programs, many Web 
sites use CGI for searching databases or processing purchase orders on a server.

The disadvantage of using CGI scripts is that they waste resources when the 
needed task can be processed on the user’s computer. For example, with JavaScript you 
can validate a data-entry form, such as a purchase request, immediately on the user’s 
computer. The need to send the data back to the server for validation is eliminated. The 
user receives feedback instantly and does not have to wait for a response during heavy 
Internet traffi c times.

Reserved Words
Reserved words (also called keywords) are words with special meaning to a programming 
language. Most reserved words are used in program statements or in defi ning data. A reserved 
word cannot be used as a JavaScript variable, function, method, or object name. The JavaScript 
reserved word list is summarized in Table G–1. 

Table G–1 Reserved Words

abstract double import this

boolean else in throw

break enum instanceof throws

byte export int transient

case extends label true

catch false long try

char fi nal native typeof

class fi nally new var

const fl oat null void

continue for return volatile

debugger function short while

default goto super with

delete if switch

do implements synchronized

Some of the reserved words have special meaning to JavaScript; some are reserved for 
future use with JavaScript extensions. Table G-2 lists these future reserved words.

Table G–2 Future Reserved Words

implements package public

interface private static

let protected yield
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Data Types
Data type refers to the category of data held by a variable. JavaScript supports several data 
types, including primitive data types (numbers, strings, and boolean values), compound types 
(objects and arrays), special types (null and undefi ned), regular expressions, and functions. 
Table G–3 summarizes the primitive and special data types.

Table G–3 Primitive and Special Data Types

Data Type Form Description Example Range

Boolean True/False Can represent yes or no, 
on or off, true or false

check_pt 5 true

test_2 5 false

true or false

Null No value Empty val_hold 5 null null

Numeric Integer Positive or negative 
numbers with no 
decimal places

count 5 4 –253 to 253 

Floating-point Positive or negative 
numbers, with 
decimal places, or 
numbers written using 
exponential notation

accum 5 4.678

amt 5 −67.126

distance 5 2e11

Approximately 
11.79769e308 to –1.7e308

Special numbers NaN

Infi nity (or MAX_VALUE 
or POSITIVE_INFINITY)

–Infi nity (or MIN_VALUE 
or NEGATIVE_INFINITY)

ValType 5 NaN

highNum 5 
Infi nity

highNegNum 5 
–Infi nity

NaN means Not a Number 

MAX_VALUE: 
11.7976931348623157e308

MIN_VALUE: 15e-324

String Text and 
nonnumeric 
characters

A set of continuous 
characters surrounded 
by quotation marks

productName 5 
“Router” 
phone = 
"555-1212"

zero or more characters 

Undefi ned No value A variable that has 
been declared but not 
yet assigned a value

var i undefi ned 

Variable Names
A variable name (also called an identifi er) must begin with a letter, dollar sign ($), or 
an underscore and cannot be a reserved word shown in Table G–1 on the previous page. 
Variable names are case sensitive and may not contain a space. Variables can be declared 
with the var statement, where they also can be initialized. 

Although the dollar sign ($) is a valid variable name character, most developers avoid 
using it because the dollar sign also can indicate machine-generated code to the interpreter. 
In addition, the number of characters in a variable is not subject to any specifi c limitation. 
Older browsers, however, do have a limitation of 255 characters for an entire statement.

A variable name cannot use a period because periods separate objects, properties, 
and methods. See Table G–4 on the next page for examples of valid and invalid variable 
names. In addition, you must remember that, in JavaScript, variable names are case 
sensitive. If you create a form and use mixed-case spelling, such as State, as a variable 
name, and later use the uppercase spelling, STATE, as a variable name, JavaScript will 
treat these spellings as two different variable names.
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Table G–4 Valid and Invalid Variable Names

Valid Variable Names Invalid Variable Names

cust_id cust.id

Cust_Id %Cust_Id

_cust_id 1cust_identifi er

cust_id_number Cust id number

CustIdNumber 9custIDNumber

Custid1 Cust ID

_case case

Variables are declared the fi rst time they are used by inserting the word var, then 
the variable name, followed by an equal sign (5), and then the value. For example, if you 
declare a variable named gpa by typing var gpa, this variable would be assigned no value. 
To assign a variable an initial value of zero, type var gpa50. Current versions of Mozilla 
Firefox and Microsoft Internet Explorer indicate that a variable is undefi ned if the variable 
has not been assigned a value. In addition, a variable can have a null value.

Literals
While a variable is used to store data or values, a literal is a constant value that does not 
change. A literal is an actual number or text, rather than a calculated result or value input 
from a keyboard. If the literal is a number, it is called a numeric literal; if it is a character 
or text value, it is called a string literal.

A string literal is text enclosed in quotation marks. With string literals, you must 
place the text inside a pair of quotation marks. If numeric digits are enclosed within 
quotation marks, they will be treated as a string, not as a number. Think of the characters 
between quotation marks as a sequential group of characters, one after the other, forming 
a continuous string.

Escape Sequences in Strings
The escape character (\) indicates that the character that follows in a string has a special 
meaning. The escape character and its following character form an escape sequence. 
The escape sequences are summarized in Table G–5.

Table G–5 Escape Sequences

Escape Sequence Meaning Escape Sequence Meaning

\' Single quotation mark \r Carriage return

\" Double quotation mark \t Horizontal tab

\\ Backslash \ddd Octal sequence 
(deprecated) 

\b Backspace \xdd Hexadecimal sequence

\f Form feed \udddd Unicode sequence

\n New line
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Table G–6 Operator Types

Type Operator Name Description Example

Arithmetic 1 Addition Adds two operands rtn 5 amt 1 5.6

– Subtraction Subtracts one operand from another rtn 5 amt – disc

* Multiplication Multiplies one operand by another rtn 5 amt * .5

/ Division Divides one operand by another rtn 5 amt / 4

% Modulo Returns the remainder of a division operation rtn 5 amt % 3

11 Increment Increases an operand by one newAmt 5 11oldAmt 
newAmt 5 oldAmt11

– – Decrement Decreases an operand by one newAmt 5 – –oldAmt 
newAmt 5 oldAmt– –

– Negation Returns the opposite value of an operand newAmt 5 –oldAmt

Assignment 5 Assigns Assigns the value of the right operand to the left 
operand

discRate 5 4 

15 Combines Adds the value of the right operand to the value of 
the left operand and assigns a new value to the left 
operand

discRate 15 13 

– 5 Subtracts Subtracts the value of the right operand from the 
value of the left operand and assigns a new value 
to the left operand

discRate -5 3 

*5 Multiplies Multiplies the value of the right operand by the 
value of the left operand and assigns a new value 
to the left operand

discRate *5 .2 

/5 Divides Divides the value of the left operand by the value 
of the right operand and assigns a new value to the 
left operand

discRate /5 10 

%5 Modulus Divides the value of the left operand by the value 
of the right operand and assigns a remainder to the 
left operand

discRate %5 5

Bitwise ~ Complement Performs a binary NOT secur 5 ~rights

<< Shift left Performs a binary shift left of the bits of an integer Op 5 15 << 1 

>> Shift right Performs a binary shift right of the bits of an integer Op 5 15 >> 1 

>>> Shift right with zero 
extension

Performs a binary unsigned shift right on an integer Op 5 15 >>> 1 

& AND Performs a bitwise AND on an integer Op 5 01111 & 11111

^ XOR Performs a bitwise XOR on an integer Op 5 01111 ^ 11111

| OR Performs a bitwise OR on an integer Op 5 01111 | 11111

Operators
Operators are symbols used to manipulate operands in an expression.

Operator Types
Table G–6 summarizes the JavaScript operator types.
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Type Operator Name Description Example

Comparison 5 5 Equal Returns true if operands are equal if (a 5 5 b) {

!5 Not Equal Returns true if operands are not equal if (a !5 b) {

> Greater Than Returns true if the left operand is greater than the 
right operand

if (a > b) {

< Less Than Returns true if the left operand is less than the right 
operand

if (a < b) {

>5 Greater Than or 
Equal

Returns true if the left operand is greater than or 
equal to the right operand

if (a >5 b) {

<5 Less Than or Equal Returns true if the left operand is less than or equal 
to the right operand

if (a <5 b) {

5 5 5 Equal (no type 
conversion done)

Returns true if operands are equal and their types 
are the same

if (a 5 5 5 b) {

! 5 5 Not Equal (no type 
conversion done)

Returns true if operands are not equal or their types 
are the same

if (a ! 5 5 b) {

in in Returns true if the property is found as a property 
member of the object

(property in object)

instanceof instanceof Returns true if the datatype matches the object (datatype instanceof object)

Conditional ?: If?then:else Performs an inline if-then-else and assigns one of 
two possible values

Ret 5 (test 5 5 true) ? “Its 
true” : “Its false”

Expression Control void Return a void Sets a variable to an undefi ned state ret 5 void 

Logical && And Returns true if both the left operand and the right 
operand return a value of true, otherwise it returns 
a value of false

if ((a < b) && (c > d)) {

|| Or Returns true if either the left operand or the 
right operand returns a value of true; if neither 
operand returns a value of true, then the expression 
containing the || (or) operator returns a value of false

if ((a < b) || (c > d)) {

! Not Returns true if an expression is false and returns 
false if an expression is true

if (!(a < b)) {

Multiple Evaluation , Evaluate/Return 
right1

Evaluates two expressions and returns the 
second one

Ret 5 (x- -, z) * (y- -, q)

Object new New object Creates a new object CD 5 new Album

delete Remove an object 
property

Removes a single property of an object delete CD 

String 1 Concatenation Combines two strings lang 5 “Java” 1 “Script”

15 Concatenates Concatenates the value of the right operand to the 
value of the left operand and assigns a new value to 
the left operand

Lang 15 “Script”

Type Identifi cation typeof Return type Returns the data type of the operand ret 5 typeof(CD) 

Table G–6 Operator Types (continued)

Order of Precedence
Unless parentheses/brackets/dots dictate otherwise, reading from left to right in 

an expression, all negation/increment/misc are performed fi rst, then all multiply/divide/
modulo, then all addition/subtraction, then all comparison, then all equality/identity, then all 
logical and, then all logical or, and then all assignment operators. The order of precedence 
is summarized in Table G–7.
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Table G–7 Order Of Precedence

Operator Symbol Precedence

Parentheses/brackets/dot ( )  [ ]  . highest

Negation/increment/misc !  –  11  – – ~ delete new type of void

Multiply/divide/modulo *  /  %

Addition/subtraction 1  –

Shift << >>  >>>

Comparison <  <5  >  >5

Equality/Identity 5 5  !5 5 5  ! 5 5 !5  555

Bitwise AND &

Bitwise XOR ^

Bitwise OR |

Logical and &&

Logical or ||

Conditional ?:

Assignment operators 5  15  –5  *5  /5  %5

Multiple evaluation , lowest

JavaScript Statements
Statements are used to write JavaScript instructions. Table G–8 summarizes the JavaScript 
statements. 

Table G–8 JavaScript Statements

Statement Description

block A block of JavaScript statements delimited by a pair of braces { }.

break Exits switch statements and loops. Transfers program control to the statement line following the 
switch statement or following the terminated loop .

comment Notations that explain what a script does. Comments are ignored by the interpreter. Single-line 
comments begin with //. Multiple-line comments begin with /* and end with */.

continue Halts execution of a block of statements in a while or for loop and continues execution of the 
loop with the next iteration.

do...while Executes the block of statements in a loop until the test condition evaluates to false. Statements 
in a loop execute at least once.

debugger ; Will cause a breakpoint to occur when code is run in a debugger, otherwise it has no effect.

export Makes functions and properties available to other windows (Navigator 4 and up). Statement not 
supported in version 1.5.

; An empty statement that returns normal.

fi nally Executes a block of statements after the try and catch block of statements execute. The fi nally 
block of statements executes whether or not an exception is thrown. A good use for the fi nally 
block of statements is to allow a graceful failure.

for Creates a loop that consists of three optional expressions, enclosed in parentheses and separated 
by semicolons, followed by a block of statements executed in the loop. The test to terminate a 
loop is done before the block of statements in the loop executes.

for...in Iterates a specifi ed variable over all the properties of an object. For each distinct property, 
JavaScript executes the specifi ed statements.
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Statement Description

function Defi nes a new function. Acceptable parameters include strings, numbers, and objects. For 
example, function myfunc( ) {.

if...else Executes one block of statements if the condition is true. Executes another block of statements 
if the condition is false.

import Allows use of other objects available at run-time (Navigator 4 and up). Not supported in version 1.5.

label Provides an identifi er that can be used with break or continue to indicate where the program 
should continue execution.

return Causes the current function to halt and possibly returns a value to the caller. For example, return 
endingval.

switch Allows a program to evaluate an expression and attempts to match the expression’s value to a 
case label.

throw Throws or sends an exception. The exception can be an expression or an object.

try...catch Executes a block of statements to try, and the statements to execute if an error occurs. 
Implemented in IE 5 and later versions of Navigator.

var Declares and possibly initializes new variables. For example, var retval.

while Creates a loop that evaluates an expression, and if it is true, executes a block of statements. The 
loop then repeats, as long as the specifi ed condition is true.

with Establishes the default object for a block of statements.

Event Handlers
JavaScript makes HTML documents dynamic through events. An event is an action that 
a user makes, such as clicking a button. Usually, when an event occurs, JavaScript code 
executes. Event handler names always begin with “on.” In standard HTML, event handler 
names are in mixed case; the fi rst letter after the word “on” is in uppercase. In XML, 
because all attributes must be in lowercase, they are spelled in all lowercase characters. 
Table G–9 summarizes the JavaScript event handlers.

Table G–9 Event Handlers

Event Handler Triggered When Handler For Used in HTML Statement

onabort The loading of an image 
is interrupted

Image <img> 

onafterprint After page has printed Window (IE 51 only) <body>

onbeforeprint Fires just before a page is 
printed or examined for 
Print Preview

Window (IE 51 only) <body>

onbeforeunload Displays message 
just before a page is 
unloaded

Window <iframe>

onblur An element becomes 
inactive

Button, Checkbox, 
FileUpload, Layer, Password, 
Radio, Reset, Select, 
Submit, Text, Textarea, 
Window

<body> ... </body>
<frameset> ... </frameset>
<frame> ... </frame>
<input type5”text” /> 
<textarea> ... </textarea>
<select> ... </select>

onchange The value of an element 
changes

FileUpload, Select, Text, 
Textarea

<input type5”text” />
<textarea> ... </textarea>
<select> ... </select>

Table G–8 JavaScript Statements (continued)
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Event Handler Triggered When Handler For Used in HTML Statement

onclick An element is clicked 
once

Button, Checkbox, 
Document, Link, Radio, 
Reset, Submit

<a> ... </a>
<input type5”submit” /> 
<input type5”reset” /> 
<input type5”radio” /> 
<input type5”checkbox” /> 
<input type5”text” />

oncut Text is being cut to be 
placed on Clipboard

Return of false disables 
cutting of text

<textarea> ... </textarea>
<input type5”text” />
<select> ... </select>

onclose Current window is being 
closed

Window elements

oncontextmenu Right-click to fi re context 
menu

Return of false prevents 
context menu from 
displaying

All elements

oncopy Text is being copied to be 
placed on Clipboard

Return of false prevents 
text from being copied

<textarea> ... </textarea>
<input type5”text” />
<select> ... </select>

ondblclick An element is double-
clicked

Document, Link <a> ... </a> 
<input type5”submit” /> 
<input type5”reset” /> 
<input type5”radio” /> 
<input type5”checkbox” /> 
<input type5”text” />

ondragdrop An object is dragged and 
dropped into a window

Window (may not be 
available on all platforms)

<body> ... </body>
<frameset> ... </frameset>

onerror An error occurs when 
loading a document or 
image

Image, Window <img  />
<body> ... </body> 
<frameset> ... </frameset>

onfocus An element becomes 
active

Button, Checkbox, 
FileUpload, Layer, Password, 
Radio, Reset, Select, 
Submit, Text, Textarea, 
Window (may not be 
available on all platforms)

<body> ... </body>
<frameset> ... </frameset>
<frame> ... </frame>
<input type5”text” />
<textarea> ... </textarea>
<select> ... </select>

onkeydown A designated key is 
pressed

Document, Image, Link, 
Textarea

<body> ... </body> 
<frameset> ... </frameset>
<img  /> 
<a> ... </a>
<textarea> ... </textarea>

onkeypress A designated key is 
pressed and released

Document, Image, Link, 
Textarea 

<body> ... </body> 
<frameset> ... </frameset> 
<img  /> 
<a> ... </a> 
<textarea> ... </textarea>

onkeyup A designated key is 
released

Document, Image, Link, 
Textarea 

<body> ... </body> 
<frameset> ... </frameset> 
<img  />
<a> ... </a> 
<textarea> ... </textarea>

onload A document or image 
loads

Image, Layer, Window <img  /> 
<body> ... </body> 
<frameset> ... </frameset>

Table G–9 Event Handlers (continued)
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Event Handler Triggered When Handler For Used in HTML Statement

onmousedown A mouse button is 
pressed

Button, Document, Link <a> ... </a> 
<input type5”submit”  /> 
<input type5”reset”  /> 
<body> ... </body> 
<frameset> ... </frameset>

onmousemove The mouse moves Not associated with any 
particular object because 
the mouse moves so 
frequently; must be 
specifi cally associated with 
a particular object

<body> ... </body> 

onmouseout The mouse moves off 
an element

Layer, Link <a> ... </a> 
<area> ... </area>

onmouseover The mouse moves over 
an element

Layer, Link <a> ... </a> 
<area> ... </area>

onmouseup A button is released Button, Document, Link <a> ... </a> 
<input type5”submit” /> 
<input type5”reset”  /> 
<body> ... </body> 
<frameset> ... </frameset>

onmousewheel User scrolls with 
mouse wheel (IE 61, 
Opera, Safari) FF uses 
DOMMouseScroll

wheelDelta property to 
determine direction and 
amount of scroll

All elements

onmouseenter 
(IE 51 only)

For use when mouse fi rst 
enters element and does 
not continue to fi re for 
all inner elements, unlike 
onmouseover

All elements

onmouseleave 
(IE 51 only)

For use when mouse 
leaves element

All elements

onmove A window or frame is 
moved

Window <body> ... </body> 
<frameset> ... </frameset>

onoffl ine Browser is working 
offl ine

Browser

ononline Browser is working 
online

Browser 

onpaste When user attempts to 
paste from Clipboard

Return of false prevents 
paste

All <form> elements

onreset A form resets Form <form> ... </form>

onresize A window or frame 
is resized

Window <body> ... </body> 
<frameset> ... </frameset>

onselect A user selects a fi eld in 
a form

Text, Textarea <input type5”text” /> 
<textarea> ... </textarea>

onsubmit A user submits a form Form <form> ... </form>

onunload A document unloads Window <body> ... </body>
<frameset> ... </frameset>

Objects
This section lists the properties, methods, and events of the major JavaScript objects.

Table G–9 Event Handlers (continued)
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Date Object
The Date object is used to access the system time and date. The Date object methods 

are summarized in Table G–10.

Table G–10 Date Object

Method Returns Method Sets

getDate( ) Date of Date object setDate( ) Date of Date object

getDay( ) Day of Date object setFullYear( ) Four-digit year of Date object

getFullYear( ) Year of Date object (four-digit 
format)

setHours( ) Hours of Date object

getHours( ) Hour of Date object setMilliseconds( ) Milliseconds of Date object

getMilliseconds( ) Milliseconds of Date object setMinutes( ) Minutes of Date object

getMinutes( ) Minutes of Date object setMonth( ) Month of Date object

getMonth( ) Month of Date object setSeconds( ) Seconds of Date object

getSeconds( ) Seconds of Date object setTime( ) Time of Date object

getTime( ) Time of Date object setUTCDate( ) Date of Date object in 
universal time

getTimezoneOffset( ) Local time zone offset in minutes 
from the current date and GMT

setUTCFullYear( ) Four-digit year of Date object 
in universal time

getUTCDate( ) Date of Date object in universal 
time

setUTCHours( ) Hours of Date object in 
universal time

getUTCDay( ) Day of week of Date object in 
universal time

setUTCMilliseconds( ) Milliseconds of Date object in 
universal time

getUTCFullYear( ) Four-digit year of Date object in 
universal time

setUTCMinutes( ) Minutes of Date object in 
universal time

getUTCHours( ) Hours of Date object in 
universal time

setUTCMonth( ) Month of Date object in 
universal time

getUTCMilliseconds( ) Milliseconds of Date object in 
universal time

setUTCSeconds( ) Seconds of Date object in 
universal time 

getUTCMinutes( ) Minutes of Date object in 
universal time

setYear( ) Year of Date object (best to 
use setFullYear( ) instead)

getUTCMonth( ) Month of Date object in 
universal time

toDateString( ) Returns a date as a string in 
current time zone

getUTCSeconds( ) Seconds of Date object in 
universal time

toLocaleDateString( ) Date as string value in current 
time zone

getYear( ) Year of Date object (best to use 
getFullYear( ) instead)

toLocaleTimeString( ) Time as string value in current 
time zone 

parse( ) Parses a date into component 
pieces

toTimeString( ) Time as string value in current 
time zone

UTC( ) Converts a date to milliseconds

Method Converts

toGMTString( ) Date object to string, set to the 
GMT time zone

toLocaleString( ) Date object to string, set to the 
current time zone

toString( ) Date object to string

toUTCString( ) Date object to string, set to 
universal time

valueOf( ) Date object to millisecond 
format
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Document Object
The Document object represents the content of a browser’s window. Table G–11 

summarizes the Document object properties and methods. Note that all properties and 
methods may not work with all browsers, especially older versions.

Table G–11 Document Object

Property Description

activeElement Element that currently has focus

alinkColor Color of an active link specifi ed by the alink attribute of the <body> tag; recommend 
using style sheet in place of property

all[ ] Array referring to all HTML elements in a document

anchors[ ] Array referring to the document’s anchors

applets[ ] Array referring to the document’s applets

bgColor Background color of the document as specifi ed by the bgColor attribute of the 
<body> tag; recommend using style sheet in place of property

charset Character set currently in use

children[ ] Array referring to child elements of the document

classes Defi nes classes for style

cookie Specifi es a cookie for the current document

defaultCharset Default character set of the document

domain Domain name of the server where the current document is located

embeds[ ] Array referring to the document’s ActiveX controls and plug-ins

expando Do not allow creation of new properties

fgColor Foreground text color of the document as specifi ed by the fgColor attribute of the 
<body> tag; recommend using style sheet in place of property

forms[ ] Array referring to multiple forms within a document

height Document height

ids Styles for individual tags

images[ ] Array referring to the document’s images

lastModifi ed Date the document was last modifi ed

layers[ ] DHTML layers in a document; not supported in Navigator 6.x

linkColor Color of the document’s unvisited links as specifi ed by the link attribute of the 
<body> tag; recommend using style sheet in place of property

links[ ] Array referring to the document’s links

location URL of the document

parentWindow Refers to the document’s window

plugins[ ] Array referring to objects used in the document, synonym for embeds[ ] array

readyState State of the document as it loads

referrer URL of the document that provided a link to the current document

tags Styles for HTML tags

title Title of the document as specifi ed by the <title> ... </title> tag pair in the document’s 
HEAD section

URL URL of the current document

vlinkColor Color of the document’s visited links as specifi ed by the vlink attribute of the <body> 
tag (deprecated)

width Document width
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Method Description

captureEvents(  ) Names event types to be captured

clear(  ) Clears a document

close( ) Notifi es the Web browser you are fi nished writing to a window or frame and that the 
document should be displayed

contextual( ) Defi nes the contextual style

elementFromPoint( ) Specifi es which HTML element is at a point

getElementByID( ) Refers to an object by its specifi ed id; id attribute values may be enclosed in single or 
double quotation marks

getElementByName( ) Refers to an object by its name value; name attribute values may be enclosed in single 
or double quotation marks

getElementByTagName( ) Refers to an object by its tag name; tag attribute values may be enclosed in single or 
double quotation marks

getSelection( ) Returns selected text

open( ) Opens a window or frame, other than the current window or frame, and is used to 
update its contents with the write( ) and writeln( ) methods

releaseEvents( ) Stops the capturing of events

routeEvent( ) Passes the captured events to the next event handler

write( ) Creates new text on a Web page

writeln( ) Creates new text on a Web page followed by a line break

Assigning Color to an Object
When assigning color to an object, like foreground or background, the color 

should be follow the red, green, blue (rgb) color scheme. The color can be written as a 
standard color name, red, orange, green and so on; or the color can be represented by its 
hexadecimal value of r, g, b. The color red would be written as #ff0000, where ff means full 
red, and 0000 means no green or blue. Color may be written as an rgb( ) method, where 
green would be written as rgb(0,255,0). 

Form Object
The Form object represents forms created with the <form> ... </form> tag pair. 

Table G–12 summarizes the Form object properties and methods.

Table G–12 Form Object

Property Description

action URL to which a form’s data will be submitted

method Method in which a form’s data will be submitted (GET or POST)

encoding Format of data being submitted

target Window in which any results returned from the server are displayed

name Name of a form

elements[ ] Array representing a form’s elements

elements.length Number of elements on a form

Method Function

reset( ) Clears any data entered into a form

submit( ) Submits a form to a Web server

Table G–11 Document Object (continued)
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History Object
The History object keeps track of the pages that have been visited. Table G–13 

summarizes the History object property and methods.

Table G–13 History Object

Property Description

current URL of the current document

length Contains the specifi c number of documents that have been opened during the current 
browser session

next URL of the next document in the history array

previous URL of the previous document in the history array

Method Function

back( ) Equivalent to clicking a Web browser’s Back button

forward( ) Equivalent to clicking a Web browser’s Forward button

go(n) Opens a specifi c document in the history list indicated by n

toString( ) Browsing history in the HTML format

Image Object
The Image object represents images created using the <img> tag. Table G–14 

summarizes the Image object properties and events.

Table G–14 Image Object

Property Description

border Read-only property containing border width, in pixels, as specifi ed by border attribute of <img> 
tag, including if an error occurs during loading

complete Boolean value that returns true when an image is completely loaded

height Read-only property containing height of image as specifi ed by height attribute of <img> tag

hspace Read-only property containing amount of horizontal space, in pixels, to left and right of image, as 
specifi ed by hspace attribute of <img> tag

lowsrc URL of alternate image to display at low resolution

name Name assigned to tag

src URL of displayed image

vspace Read-only property containing amount of vertical space, in pixels, above and below image, as 
specifi ed by vspace attribute of <img> tag

width Read-only property containing width of image as specifi ed by width attribute of <img> tag

Event Description

onLoad Image fi nishes loading

onAbort User cancels the loading of an image, usually by clicking the Stop button

onError Error occurs while loading image

JSON Object
The JSON object (JavaScript Object Notation) provides the capability of inserting 

data in a script without using XML. Table G-15 shows two examples of how to represent 
JSON data, and Table G-16 summarizes JSON methods. 
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Table G–15 JSON Example

Examples Rules

{ “author”: “Mark Twain”,
  “title”: “Tom Sawyer”,
  “year”: 1876
}

All string values must be in double quotation marks.
The identifi er (fi eld name) must be in double quotation marks 
and followed by a semicolon. 
A value cannot be a function or property.

var jsonBooks5{ “author”: “Mark Twain”,
  “title”: “Tom Sawyer”,
  “year”: 1876
}

Table G–16 JSON Methods

Method Description

stringify(obj, [replacer, space]) Converts an object into a string. Replacer and Space are optional. Replacer is 
a user-defi ned function used to replace one value with another. Space is an 
integer used to place spaces in front of data elements. 

parse(string [reviver]) Converts a JSON string into an object. Reviver is optional. Reviver is a user-defi ned 
function used to modify any data further.

toJSON( ) Dictates how JSON.stringify will serialize data.

Math Object
The Math object provides the capability of performing calculations. Table G–17 

summarizes the Math object properties and methods.

Table G–17 Math Object

Property Description

E Base of a natural logarithm

LN10 Natural logarithm of 10

LN2 Natural logarithm of 2

LOG2E Base-2 logarithm of e

LOG10E Base-10 logarithm of e

PI Ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter

SQRT1_2 1 divided by the square root of 2

SQRT2 The square root of 2

Method Function

abs(x) Absolute value of x

acos(x) Arc cosine of x

asin(x) Arc sine of x

atan(x) Arc tangent of x

atan2(y,x) Angle from the x-axis

ceil(x) Value of x rounded to the next highest integer

cos(x) Cosine of x

exp(x) Exponent of x

fl oor(x) x rounded to the next lowest integer

log(x) Natural logarithm of x
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Property Description

max(x,y) Larger of two numbers

min(x,y) Smaller of two numbers

pow(x,y) x raised to the y power

random( ) Random number between 0.0 and 1.0

round(x) x rounded to the nearest integer

sin(x) Sine of x

sqrt(x) Square root of x

tan(x) Tangent of x

Location Object
The Location object allows you to switch to a new Web page. Table G–18 summa-

rizes the Location object properties and methods.

Table G–18 Location Object

Property Description

hash URL’s anchor

host Combination of URL’s host name and port sections

hostname URL’s host name

href Full URL address

pathname URL’s path

port URL’s port

protocol URL’s protocol

search URL’s search or query portion

Method Function

reload( ) Causes the page currently displayed in the Web browser to open again

replace( ) Replaces the currently loaded URL with a different one

Navigator Object
The Navigator object is used to get information about the current Web browser. 

Table G–19 summarizes the Navigator object properties and methods.

Table G–19 Navigator Object

Property Description

appCodeName Web browser code name

appName Web browser name

appVersion Web browser version

cookieEnabled Boolean result to indicate if cookies are enabled

language Language used by the Web browser

mimeTypes[ ] Array containing MIME types supported by the client browser

platform Operating system in use

plugins[ ] Array containing installed plugins

Table G–17 Math Object (continued)
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systemLanguage Default language of the client system

userAgent User agent

userLanguage Language currently in use on the client

Method Function

javaEnabled( ) Determines whether Java is enabled in the current browser

plugins.refresh( ) Enables newly installed plugins on the client

preference( ) Gets or sets a user preference

savePreferences( ) Saves all user preferences

taintEnabled( ) Boolean that determines whether data tainting is enabled

Window and Frame Objects
The Window object represents a browser’s window or an individual frame within 

a window. Thus, every Frame object is a window object, and uses all the methods and 
properties of the Window object. Table G–20 summarizes the Window and Frame objects’ 
properties, methods, and events.

Table G–20 Window and Frame Objects

Property Description

closed Boolean value to determine if window has been closed

defaultStatus Default text that is written to the status bar

document Reference to the Document object

frames[ ] Array listing the Frame objects in the window

history Reference to the History object

length Number of frames in a window

location Reference to the Location object

name Name of a window

navigator Points to the Navigator object for the browser

offscreenBuffering Boolean to determine if updates for the window are buffered

opener Window object that opens another window

parent Parent frame that contains the current frame

screen Screen information where the browser is running

self Self-reference to the Window object

status Temporary text that is written to the status bar

top Topmost Window object that contains the current frame

window Self-reference to the Window object

Method Function

alert( ) Displays a message dialog box with an OK button

blur( ) Removes the focus from the window

clearTimeout( ) Cancels a set timeout

close( ) Closes the window

confi rm( ) Displays a confi rmation dialog box with OK and Cancel buttons

focus( ) Makes the Window object the active window

Table G–19 Navigator Object (continued)

Property Description
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Method Function

moveBy(x,y) The moveBy( ) method moves the window horizontally or vertically by the 
number of pixels; positive numbers move right and down, negative move 
the opposite direction

moveTo(x,y) The moveTo( ) method moves the window to the location specifi ed by the 
numeric values

open( ) Opens a new window

prompt( ) Displays a dialog box prompting a user to enter information

setTimeout( ) Executes a function after a specifi ed number of milliseconds has elapsed

Event Triggered When

onblur Window becomes inactive

onerror Error occurs when the window loads

onfocus Window becomes active

onload Document is completely loaded in the window

onresize Window is resized 

onunload Current document in the window is unloaded

The Window object open( ) method has many possible parameters. Table G-21 
shows the features and values for the open( ) method.

Table G–21 open( ) Method

Feature Description Written As

location Includes address bar “location5yes”

menubar Includes menu bar “menubar5yes”

resize Allows user to resize “resizeable5yes”

scrollbars Includes scroll bars “scrollbars5yes”

status Includes status bar “status5yes”

titlebar Removes title bar “titlebar5false”

toolbar Includes toolbar “toolbar5yes”

width States width in pixels “width5220”

height States height in pixels “height5450”

Number Object
The Number object gives support for special constants that may be platform specifi c 

and exposes one conversion method. Table G–22 summarizes the Number object properties 
and methods.

Table G–22 Number Object

Property Description

MAX_VALUE Maximum numeric value

MIN_VALUE Minimum numeric value

NaN Not a number value

NEGATIVE_INFINITY Value for negative infi nity

POSITIVE_INFINITY Value for positive infi nity

Table G–20 Window and Frame Objects (continued)
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Method Description

toExponential( ) Returns a string representing the number in exponential notation

toFixed( ) Returns a string representing the number in fi xed-point notation

toLocaleString( ) Returns a string representation of the number based on system setting

toPrecision( ) Returns a string representing the number to a specifi ed precision in fi xed-point 
notation

toString( ) Converts a numeric value to a string value

Function Object
The Function object gives the programmer access to information about specifi c 

functions. Table G–23 summarizes the Function object properties and methods.

Table G–23 Function Object

Property Description

arguments[ ] Array containing arguments passed to the function

arity Number of arguments declared for the function

caller Name of the function that called the current one

length Number of arguments declared for the function

prototype Prototype for a class of objects

Method Description

apply( ) Uses a function as a method for an object

call( ) Allows you to call (execute) a method of another object in the context of a different 
object (the calling object)

toSource( ) Returns a string representing the source code of the function; overrides the Object 
.toSource method

toString( ) Converts a function to a string value

Screen Object
The Screen object gives platform-specifi c information about the user’s screen. 

Table G–24 summarizes the Screen object properties.

Table G–24 Screen Object

Property Description

availHeight Available height of the screen

availLeft First horizontal pixel available

availTop First vertical pixel available

availWidth Available width of the screen

colorDepth Depth of the client browser’s color palette

height Height of the client screen

pixelDepth Depth of the client browser’s screen

width Width of the client screen

Table G–22 Number Object (continued)
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Boolean Object
The Boolean object converts other objects to Boolean values. A value of False is 

returned for values of undefi ned, null, 0, -0, false, NaN, or an empty string (""). All other 
values return a value of True. Table G–25 summarizes the methods for the Boolean object.

Table G–25 Boolean Object

Method Function

toSource Returns an object literal representing the specifi ed Boolean object; you can use this value 
to create a new object. It overrides the Object.toSource method.

toString Returns a string representing the specifi ed object. It overrides the Object.toString method.

Array Object
An array is an ordered set of values associated with a single variable name. 

Table G–26 summarizes the properties and methods for the Array object.

Table G–26 Array Object

Property Description

index For an array created by a regular expression match, the zero-based index of the match in 
the string

input For an array created by a regular expression match, refl ects the original string against 
which the regular expression was matched

length Refl ects the number of elements in an array; can be changed to truncate or extend array

Method Function

concat( ) Joins two arrays and returns a new array

join( ) Joins all elements of an array into a string

pop( ) Removes the last element from an array and returns that element

push( ) Adds one or more elements to the end of an array and returns the new length of the 
array

reverse( ) Transposes the elements of an array; fi rst array element becomes the last and the last 
becomes the fi rst

shift( ) Removes the fi rst element from an array and returns that element

slice( ) Extracts a section of an array and returns a new array

splice( ) Adds and/or removes elements from an array

sort( ) Sorts the elements of an array

toSource( ) Returns an array literal representing the specifi ed array; use this value to create a new 
array as it overrides the Object.toSource method

toLocaleString( ) Returns a string representing the array and its elements

toString( ) Returns a string representing the array and its elements; overrides the Object.toString 
method

unshift( ) Adds one or more elements to the front of an array and returns the new length of the 
array
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String Object
The String object represents a set of characters. Any object converted to the String 

object can use any of the string methods. Table G–27 summarizes the property and meth-
ods for the String object.

Table G–27 String Object

Property Description

length Specifi es the length of the string

Method Function

anchor( ) Creates a hypertext target

big( ) Displays text in a big font as if it were in a <big> … </big> tag

blink( ) Blinks text as if it were in a <blink> … </blink> tag

bold( ) Displays text as if it were in a <b> … </b> tag

charAt( ) Returns the character at the specifi ed location (relative index)

charCodeAt( ) Returns a number indicating the Unicode value of the character at the given location 
(relative index)

concat( ) Combines the text of two strings

fi xed( ) Displays text in a fi xed-pitch font as if it were in a <tt> … </tt> tag

fontcolor( ) Displays text in the specifi ed color as if it were in a <font> … </font> tag

fontsize( ) Displays text in the specifi ed font size as if it were in a <font> … </font> tag

fromCharCode( ) Creates a string by using the specifi ed sequence of Unicode values

indexOf( ) Returns the index within the calling String object of the fi rst occurrence of the specifi ed 
value, or –1 if not found

italics( ) Displays a string to be italic as if it were in an <i> … </i> tag

lastIndexOf( ) Returns the index within the calling String object of the last occurrence of the specifi ed 
value, or –1 if not found

link( ) Creates an HTML hypertext link that requests another URL

match( ) Matches a regular expression against a string

replace( ) Matches a regular expression and a string, and replaces the matched substring with a new 
substring

search( ) Searches for a match between a regular expression and a specifi ed string

slice( ) Returns a new string from an existing string

small( ) Displays text in a small font as if it were in a <small> … </small> tag

split( ) Splits a String object into an array of substrings

strike( ) Displays text as struck-out text as if it were in a <strike> … </strike> tag

sub( ) Displays text as a subscript as if it were in a <sub> … </sub> tag

substr( ) Returns the characters in a string starting at a specifi c location for a specifi c length

substring( ) Returns a substring of a string

sup( ) Displays text as a superscript as if it were in a <sup> … </sup> tag

toLowerCase( ) Displays a string value converted to lowercase

toSource( ) Returns the source of the instance created; overrides the Object.toSource method

toString( ) Returns the object type or name of the constructor that created the object; overrides the 
Object.toString method

toUpperCase( ) Displays a string value converted to uppercase
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Regular Expression
A Regular Expression (RegExp) is used for pattern matching. The special characters 

used for the patterns are described in Table G–28. 

Table G–28 RegExp

Character Description

/ Every pattern must begin with a slash

\d Match any digit

\s Match any space, newline, tab, return

\w Match any alphanumeric character

^ Beginning of a string

$ End of a string

? First of all characters (?xy) means x or xy

* Multiple of characters (*xy) means x or xy or xyy

1 Multiple of all characters (xy1) means xy, or xyy, or xyyy

[xx] Used in brackets for alternatives; (Adobe CS[234]) means Adobe CS2, Adobe CS3, or 
Adobe CS4

[x–x] Used in brackets for sequence; (JavaScript 1.[1–5]) means JavaScript 1.1 or JavaScript 1.2, etc.

[^x–x] Used in brackets to match anything BUT the selected characters; ([^w–y]) means any letter 
but w through y.

(x) Subpattern

. The dot means any character

{min, max} The minimum or maximum number of sequences; (x{1,3}) means x or xx or xxx

Global Functions
Table G–29 summarizes the global functions that always are available in JavaScript.

Table G–29 Global Functions

Function Description

decodeURI( ) Decodes or replaces an escape sequence in the encoded URI with the character that it 
represents; cannot decode escape sequence not coded by encoded URI

decodeURI Decodes or replaces each escape sequence in the encoded URI Component( ) component 
with the character that it represents

escape( ) Returns the hexadecimal code

eval( ) Evaluates a string of JavaScript code without reference to a particular object

isFinite( ) Evaluates an argument to determine whether it is a fi nite number

isNaN( ) Evaluates an argument to determine if it is not a number

number( ) Converts an object to a number

parseFloat( ) Parses a string argument and returns a fl oating-point number

parseInt( ) Parses a string argument and returns an integer

string( ) Converts an object to a string

encodeURI( ) Replaces all characters, except those with special meaning in a URI, with the appropriate 
UTF-8 escape sequences

encodeURI Assumes that the URI is not complete, and does not treat reserved Component( ) characters 
as if they have special meaning and encodes them

unescape( ) Returns the ASCII string for the specifi ed hexadecimal encoding value
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